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The Perils of Pleasure Oct 03 2022 A rescued
rogue . . . Scandal has rocked the city of
London. Colin Eversea, a handsome, reckless
unapologetic rogue is sentenced to hang for
murder and, inconveniently for him, the only
witness to the crime disappears. Then again,
throughout history, the Everseas have always
managed to cheat fate in style: Colin is
snatched from the gallows by a beautiful, clever
mercenary. A captivating captor. . . Coolheaded, daring Madeleine Greenway is immune
to Colin's vaunted charm. Her mission is not to
rescue Colin but to kidnap him, and to be paid
handsomely for it. But when it becomes clear
that whoever wants Colin alive wants Madeline
dead, the two become uneasy allies in a deadly
race for truth. Together, they'll face great
danger—and a passion neither can resist.
The Skinner Dec 13 2020 Three unusual
travelers--Janer, a spy for the hornet Hive mind;
Erlin, looking to find an old captain who can
teach her about life; and the vengeful Sable
Keech--arrive on the remote ocean planet of
Spatterjay, braving the perils of the world's
voracious wildlife as they pursue their
individual quests, unaware that their paths are
about to converge as the planet threatens to
erupt into chaos. Reprint.
Language of Flowers Jun 26 2019 Contains
alphabetical lists of flowers and the meaning
associated with them.
The Devil's Love Oct 11 2020 A woman's
desire... With dreams of a great romantic love,
Abigail Carrington sails to England to marry
the man she has loved since childhood, Michael
Ingram, Marquis of Darfield. She believes her
betrothed is a generous and noble man who has
been longing for her. But the handsome man
waiting for her at the altar is a dark, brooding
stranger who rushes her into marriage, then
abandons her at his country estate. Only the
passion of Michael's kiss gives her hope that
theirs can be more than a marriage of
convenience. A man's need... With scandal
shadowing his past, Michael, the Devil of
Darfield, had no need for a wife. Remembering
only the little hellion who made life miserable
for him aboard her father's ship, he resents the
agreement he made to marry her so he could
save his ancestral home. Though determined to
ignore her, he cannot stop thinking about his
lovely violet-eyed bride. Her beauty tempts him.
Her charm bedevils him. He tries to drive her
away until he almost loses her. Then he vows to
regain her love—before it is too late....

It Happened One Midnight Apr 28 2022
More than one beautiful woman's hopeshave
been dashed on the rocky shoals ofJonathan
Redmond's heart. With his rivetinggood looks
and Redmond wealth and power,the world is
his oyster—until an ultimatumfrom his father
and a chilling gypsy prophecysend him hurtling
headlong toward a fatehe'll do anything to
avoid: matrimony. Intoxicating, elusive
Thomasina de Ballesteroshas the bloods of
London at her feet. But noneof them knows the
real Tommy—the one witha shocking pedigree,
a few too many secrets,and a healthy scorn for
rakes like Jonathan. She's everything Jonathan
never wanted.But on one fateful midnight, he's
drawn intoTommy's world of risk, danger . . .
and a desirehe'd never dreamed possible. And
suddenlyhe's re-thinking everything . . .
includingthe possibility that succumbing to
prophecymight just mean surrendering to love.
How the Marquess Was Won Jun 30 2022
“Julie Anne Long reinvents the historical
romance for modern readers, delivering
intense, passionate characters and high
adventure. Her writing glows.” —Amanda Quick
“You will love the Pennyroyal Green series.”
—Julia Quinn Rapidly rising romance star Julie
Anne Long is making an indelible mark with her
smart, sensual, richly emotional love stories,
especially her unforgettable Pennyroyal Green
novels. The fourth delectable Pennyroyal Green
affair, Long’s How the Marquess Was Won is a
“keeper”—the story of a beautiful orphan from
the streets of Regency London, now refined,
who inadvertently bewitches the dashing
nobleman whom England’s scandal sheets have
dubbed “Lord Ice.” A multiple RITA Award,
Romantic Times Reviewer’s Choice Award, and
Holt Medallion finalist, the incomparable Julie
Anne Long is certain to win the hearts and
eternal devotion of dedicated romance readers
everywhere with How the Marquess Was Won.
I Kissed an Earl Feb 24 2022 “Julie Anne Long
reinvents the historical romance for modern
readers, delivering intense, passionate
characters and high adventure. Her writing
glows.” —Amanda Quick I Kissed an Earl is
another installment in rapidly rising star Julie
Anne Long’s sensual and emotionally charged
Pennyroyal Green series, centered around the
longstanding feud of the wealthy Eversea and
Redmond families of Pennyroyal Green, Sussex.
I Kissed an Earl absolutely brims with romance,
adventure, and, of course, intense passion, as a
beautiful, willful Regency lady searching for her
lost brother stows away on a sailing ship—and
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ends up enchanting the vessel’s highborn, hardheaded Captain.
Guilty Pleasures Mar 16 2021 One of Daphne
Wade's guilty pleasures is to watch the Duke of
Tremore as he works, shirtless, on the
excavation site of his ducal estate. Anthony
Courtland is by far the most exciting and
handsome man she has ever known, and she
dreams of one day being able to speak with him
without getting tongue tied. Anthony,
meanwhile, only sees Daphne as a hard worker
on his excavation team. He considers her a
plain young lady and says so in a careless
remark to a friend, unaware that Daphne is
outside the library door, her heart shattering to
pieces. So Daphne decides she will not be so
silly any longer. She begins to be tutored in the
social graces, forcing Anthony to see the beauty
who has been right in front of his eyes.
Pennyroyal Academy Aug 21 2021
“Comparison to the Harry Potter series seems
inevitable . . . It is a breathtakingly exciting
novel.”—The New York Times A girl from the
forest arrives in a bustling kingdom with no
name and no idea why she is there, only to find
herself at the center of a world at war. She
enlists at Pennyroyal Academy, where
princesses and knights are trained to battle the
two great menaces of the day: witches and
dragons. There, given the name “Evie,” she
must endure a harsh training regimen under
the steel glare of her Fairy Drillsergeant, while
also navigating an entirely new world of friends
and enemies. As Evie learns what it truly means
to be a princess, she realizes surprising things
about herself and her family, about human
compassion and inhuman cruelty. And with the
witch forces moving nearer, she discovers that
the war between princesses and witches is
much more personal than she could ever have
imagined. Set in Grimm’s fairytale world and
ideal for non-princesses and princess fans alike,
M.A. Larson’s Pennyroyal Academy masterfully
combines adventure, humor, and magical
mischief. “No one rescues Pennyroyal
princesses; they rescue themselves.”—Reese
Witherspoon
Nicola and the Viscount Jul 08 2020 A breezy,
funny Regency romance with an unforgettable
heroine—from the bestselling author of The
Princess Diaries series and many well-loved
romances. Nicola Sparks has fallen in love, big
time. The object of her dreams is the fabulously
rich Lord Sebastian, he of the ice-blue eyes,
golden hair, and full-on mastery of the dance
floor. To Nicky, Lord S. is a god. But are gods
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always quite as perfect as they are meant to
be? Nicola, sixteen and an orphan, always gets
what she wants. She's ready to dive headlong
into her first glittering London society season.
She's also ready to dive headlong into the arms
of handsome and debonair Lord Sebastian.
Nicola's dream is a proposal from the
viscount—a dream she's about to realize at last!
So naturally, Nathaniel Sheridan's insinuations
about her fiancé's flawed character annoy her
mightily. But when Nicola's natural curiosity
gets the best of her, she begins to piece
together a few things for herself. To her great
surprise, Nicola realizes she's had the wrong
viscount all along . . . but is it too late to make
things right? Nicola could feel Lord Sebastian's
heart beating. It was the most delightful feeling
in the world. Surely it meant that The God liked
her. More than simply liked her—loved her
even. It had to! It just had to!
Highland Angel Jul 20 2021 The New York
Times and USA Today–bestselling author of
Highland Chieftain returns to the Scottish
highlands for a stirring tale of passion and
justice. Kirstie MacIye is lost in every way
possible. Left for dead by a murderous
husband, she has nothing left to live for except
to avenge her honor by exposing her worthless
spouse for the vile scoundrel that he is. And she
knows just the man who can help her . . . Sir
Payton Murray’s reputation as a keen lover is
rivaled only by his lethal prowess with a blade.
And though he risks angering his own clan, he
cannot turn away from Kirstie’s desperate
need—or her devastating beauty. But what
neither Payton nor Kirstie know is that their
now-mutual enemy is already moving against
them. And their pact is about to become far
more personal in every imaginable way . . .
Beautifully combining breathtaking romance
and bold adventure, this entry in her Murray
Family saga is “one of Hannah Howell’s best
books in recent years” (RT Book Reviews).
Winner Takes All Nov 11 2020 Enjoy this new
novella by award-winning romance author Anna
Harrington.... RACING FOR A FALL Four years
ago, Jackson Shaw left the employment of
Viscount Darlington to strike out on his own as
a horse trainer—and escape the temptation
posed by the viscount’s beautiful daughter,
Francesca, a woman he could never have. But
success as a trainer has proved elusive, and the
only hope for saving his indebted farm is to win
the famous Epsom Derby. Francesca Darlington
is desperate to win the Derby for her own
reasons. She’s managed to cajole her father
into an agreement: if her colt wins the Derby,
then she’ll earn the freedom to marry
whomever she wants. But if she loses, she’ll
marry the man her father has chosen for her—a
man she will never love. When an accident at
the track brings Frankie back into Shaw’s arms,
old desires return, and Frankie realizes that
Shaw is the only man she wants to marry. But
only one of them can win the Derby and seize
their dream for the future, while the other is
racing for a fall.
After Dark with the Duke Sep 09 2020
Sparks fly when a daring diva clashes with an
ice-cold war hero in the newest thrilling
romance in USA Today bestselling author Julie
Anne Long’s Palace of Rogues series. She
arrives in the dead of night, a mob out for blood
at her heels: Mariana Wylde, the “Harlot of
Haywood Street,” an opera diva brought low by

a duel fought for her favors. But the ladies of
the Grand Palace on the Thames think they can
make a silk purse from scandal: They’ll restore
her reputation and share in her
triumph...provided they can keep her apart
from that other guest. Coldly brilliant, fiercely
honorable, General James Duncan Blackmore,
the Duke of Valkirk, is revered, feared,
desired...but nobody truly knows him. Until a
clash with a fiery, vulnerable beauty who
stands for everything he scorns lays him bare.
It’s too clear the only cure for consuming desire
is conquest, but their only chance at happiness
could lead to their destruction. The legendary
duke never dreamed love would be his last
battleground. Valkirk would lay down his life
for Mariana, but his choice is stark: risk losing
her forever, or do the one thing he vowed he
never would...surrender.
Since the Surrender Sep 02 2022 A man of
action. . . Fearless. Loyal. Brilliant. Ruthless.
Bold words are always used to describe English
war hero Captain Chase Eversea, but another
word unfortunately plays a role in every
Eversea's destiny: trouble. And trouble for
Chase arrives in the form of a mysterious
message summoning him to a London
rendezvous . . . where he encounters the
memory of his most wicked indiscretion in the
flesh: Rosalind March—the only woman he
could never forget. A Woman of Passion. . . Five
years ago, the reckless, charming beauty
craved the formidable Captain's attention. But
now Rosalind is a coolly self-possessed woman,
and desire is the last thing on her mind: her
sister has mysteriously disappeared and she
needs Chase's help to find her. But as their
search through London's darkest corners reignites long-smoldering passion and memories
of old battles, Chase and Rosalind are
challenged to surrender: to the depths of a
wicked desire, and to the possibility of love.
European Travel for the Monstrous
Gentlewoman Oct 30 2019 In the sequel to the
Nebula finalist The Strange Case of the
Alchemist’s Daughter, Mary Jekyll and the rest
of the daughters of mad scientists from
literature embark on a madcap adventure
across Europe to rescue another monstrous girl
and stop the Alchemical Society’s nefarious
plans once and for all. Mary Jekyll’s life has
been peaceful since she helped Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson solve the Whitechapel
Murders. Beatrice Rappaccini, Catherine
Moreau, Justine Frankenstein, and Mary’s
sister Diana Hyde have settled into the Jekyll
household in London, and although they
sometimes quarrel, the members of the Athena
Club get along as well as any five young women
with very different personalities. At least they
can always rely on Mrs. Poole. But when Mary
receives a telegram that Lucinda Van Helsing
has been kidnapped, the Athena Club must
travel to the Austro-Hungarian Empire to
rescue yet another young woman who has been
subjected to horrific experimentation. Where is
Lucinda, and what has Professor Van Helsing
been doing to his daughter? Can Mary, Diana,
Beatrice, and Justine reach her in time? Racing
against the clock to save Lucinda from certain
doom, the Athena Club embarks on a madcap
journey across Europe. From Paris to Vienna to
Budapest, Mary and her friends must make new
allies, face old enemies, and finally confront the
fearsome, secretive Alchemical Society. It’s
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time for these monstrous gentlewomen to
overcome the past and create their own
destinies.
The Legend of Lyon Redmond Mar 28 2022
Bound by centuries of bad blood, England's two
most powerful families maintain a veneer of
civility . . . until the heir to the staggering
Redmond fortune disappears, reviving rumors
of an ancient curse: a Redmond and an Eversea
are destined to fall disastrously in love once per
generation. An Enduring Legend Rumor has it
she broke Lyon Redmond's heart. But while
many a man has since wooed the dazzling
Olivia Eversea, none has ever won her—which
is why jaws drop when she suddenly accepts a
viscount's proposal. Now London waits with
bated breath for the wedding of a decade . . .
and wagers on the return of an heir. An Eternal
Love It was instant and irresistible, forbidden . .
. and unforgettable. And Lyon—now a driven,
dangerous, infinitely devastating man—decides
it's time for a reckoning. As the day of her
wedding races toward them, Lyon and Olivia
will decide whether their love is a curse
destined to tear their families apart . . . or the
stuff of which legends are made.
Jade Star Oct 23 2021 Vowing to save a young
girl from her painful past, Saint Morris marries
her out of duty. He thinks of himself as her
protector and brother. But she has other
ideas....
Infernal Devices Jan 14 2021 The classic
Steampunk novel from the creator of the term
itself – thirty years ago this month. When
George Dower’s father died, he left George his
watchmaker’s shop – and more. But George has
little talent for watches and other infernal
devices. When someone tries to steal an old
device from the premises, George finds himself
embroiled in a mystery of time travel, music
and sexual intrigue. File Under: Steampunk
A Book of Emblems Jun 18 2021 Andrea
Alciati's Emblematum Liber was an essential
work for every writer, artist and scholar in postmedieval Europe. First published in 1531, this
illustrated book was a collection of emblems,
each consisting of a motto or proverb, a
typically enigmatic illustration, and a short
explanation. Most of the emblems had symbolic
and moral applications. Scholars depended on
Alciati's book to interpret contemporary art and
literature, while writers and artists turned to it
to invest their work with an understood didactic
sense. This new edition of the Emblematum
Liber includes the original Latin texts, highly
readable English translations, and the
illustrations belonging to each of the 212
emblems. The editor's introduction explains
both the importance and the cultural contexts
of Alciati's book, as well as its innumerable
artistic applications. For instance, close study
of the emblems reveals--to cite only two
examples--why statues of lions are traditionally
placed before government buildings, and what
underlying political message was conveyed by
innumerable equestrian portraits during the
Baroque era. The collection includes as an
appendix the formerly suppressed emblem,
"Adversus Naturam Peccantes," accompanied
by a translation of the learned commentary
applied to it by Johann Thuilius in 1612. An
extensive bibliography points the student to
scholarly research specifically dealing with
artistic applications of Alciati's emblems.
Altogether, this new edition of Alciati's seminal
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work is an essential tool for modern students of
the liberal arts.
A Notorious Countess Confesses Nov 23
2021 “Julie Anne Long reinvents the historical
romance for modern readers, delivering
intense, passionate characters and high
adventure. Her writing glows.” —Amanda Quick
“You will LOVE the Pennyroyal Green series.”
—Julia Quinn A notorious lady learns just how
wicked a good man can be in the latest
installment of RITA Award nominee Julie Anne
Long’s emotionally charged Pennyroyal Green
series. A Notorious Countess Confesses is
absolutely unputdownable historical romance
for fans of Karen Hawkins and Sabrina Jeffries;
another gem in the bestselling series set in
Regency England and centered on a longstanding feud between members of two wealthy
Sussex families, the Eversea and Redmond
clans. The breathtaking romantic adventures of
a former courtesan-turned-noblewoman, A
Notorious Countess Confesses stokes the
Pennyroyal fires hotter than ever before,
providing readers with all the passion, scandal,
and true love they could possibly hope for.
The Prince of Pleasure Feb 12 2021 The
incomparable Nicole Jordan weaves a seductive
tale of passion and betrayal, intrigue and
destiny, in her most devastatingly delicious love
story yet. . . . He is England’s most notorious
rake. Known as Dare to his friends, the wicked,
outrageously charming Marquess of Wolverton
is a consummate pleasure-seeker. But the
seductive lifestyle is just his way of burying
painful memories of the dazzling actress who
once shattered his heart. When treachery
threatens the Crown, Dare resolves to use his
former beloved to help unmask a deadly traitor.
Forced to betray the only man she ever loved,
Julienne wants simply to forget the tender
passion they had known as young lovers. But
when Dare publicly vows to have her again as
his mistress, she responds to his challenge with
a vow of her own: to bring the Prince of
Pleasure to his arrogant knees. As romantic
adversaries, they play a provocative game of
seduction. As patriotic allies, they embark on a
perilous mission rife with danger and desire.
And as their unforgettable passion rekindles,
together they discover what Dare has long
denied—that true love is the greatest pleasure
of all.
The Book of Magic Sep 29 2019 Master
storyteller Alice Hoffman brings us the
conclusion of the Practical Magic series in a
spellbinding and enchanting final Owens novel
brimming with lyric beauty and vivid
characters. The Owens family has been cursed
in matters of love for over three-hundred years
but all of that is about to change. The novel
begins in a library, the best place for a story to
be conjured, when beloved aunt Jet Owens
hears the deathwatch beetle and knows she has
only seven days to live. Jet is not the only one in
danger—the curse is already at work. A frantic
attempt to save a young man’s life spurs three
generations of the Owens women, and one longlost brother, to use their unusual gifts to break
the curse as they travel from Paris to London to
the English countryside where their ancestor
Maria Owens first practiced the Unnamed Art.
The younger generation discovers secrets that
have been hidden from them in matters of both
magic and love by Sally, their fiercely
protective mother. As Kylie Owens uncovers the

truth about who she is and what her own dark
powers are, her aunt Franny comes to
understand that she is ready to sacrifice
everything for her family, and Sally Owens
realizes that she is willing to give up everything
for love. The Book of Magic is a breathtaking
conclusion that celebrates mothers and
daughters, sisters and brothers, and anyone
who has ever been in love.
Pleasures of a Notorious Gentleman May 18
2021 As the black sheep second son of an Earl,
Stephen Lyons has gained a reputation in the
art of seduction, but when his wicked ways
result in scandal, he joins the army to redeem
himself. On the battlefield, he proves
courageous . . . until he is seriously wounded.
Returning home to recover, he discovers he
can't remember the angelic beauty who arrives
at his doorstep, his babe nestled in her arms.
Mercy Dawson will risk everything to protect
the son of the dashing soldier she once knew
and admired. When Stephen offers to do the
honorable thing, she is determined that
London's most notorious gentleman will desire
her and no other. But Mercy fears that what
began as an innocent deception could destroy
her dreams and their blossoming love if
Stephen ever learns the scandalous truth . . .
They are masters of seduction, London's
greatest lovers. Living for pleasure, they will
give their hearts to no one . . . until love takes
them by surprise.
The Perils of Pleasure Nov 04 2022 A
rescued rogue . . . Scandal has rocked the city
of London. Colin Eversea, a handsome, reckless
unapologetic rogue is sentenced to hang for
murder and, inconveniently for him, the only
witness to the crime disappears. Then again,
throughout history, the Everseas have always
managed to cheat fate in style: Colin is
snatched from the gallows by a beautiful, clever
mercenary. A captivating captor. . . Coolheaded, daring Madeleine Greenway is immune
to Colin's vaunted charm. Her mission is not to
rescue Colin but to kidnap him, and to be paid
handsomely for it. But when it becomes clear
that whoever wants Colin alive wants Madeline
dead, the two become uneasy allies in a deadly
race for truth. Together, they'll face great
danger—and a passion neither can resist.
Sweet Savage Love Jul 28 2019 A tale of
human emotion that lays bare the heights and
depths of love, passion and desire in old and
new worlds…as we follow Virginia Brandon,
beautiful, impudent and innocent, from the
glittering ballrooms of Paris to the sensuality of
life in New Orleans to the splendor of intriguefilled Mexico. A tale of unending passion, never
to be forgotten…the story of Virginia's love for
Steven Morgan, a love so powerful that she will
risk anything for him…even her life.
The French Maid Apr 16 2021 New York Times
bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries offers a
sizzling short eBook featuring a mysterious
French maid who mends marriages. Lady
Eleanor Langston has a problem: her husband
Henry, prime-minister-in-the-making, is too
caught up in his work to notice her. Despite her
involvement in his various public appearances,
she feels shut out of his life, especially with
their one-year anniversary looming. When
Henry hires a highly recommended French
lady’s maid without consulting her, Eleanor’s
anger can't be contained—until she meets her.
With Babette’s help, Eleanor arms herself with
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the one weapon that will make Henry notice her
as a woman—her inner siren.
It Started with a Scandal Jan 26 2022 Lord
Philippe Lavay once took to the high seas
armed with charm as lethal as his sword, and a
stone-cold conviction: he'll restore his family's
fortune and honor, no matter the cost. Victory
is at last within reach—when a brutal attack
snatches it from his grasp and lands him in
Pennyroyal Green. An afternoon of bliss brings
a cascade of consequences for Elise Fountain.
She is shunned by her family and ousted from a
job she loves, and her survival means a
plummet down the social ladder to a position no
woman has yet been able to keep: housekeeper
to a frighteningly formidable prince. The bold
and gentle Elise sees past his battered body
into Philippe's barricaded heart . . . and her
innate sensuality ignites his blood. Now a man
who thought he could never love and a woman
who thought she would never again trust must
fight an incendiary passion that could be the
ruin of them both.
The Naked Duke Dec 01 2019 Sarah Hamilton
finds herself in the middle of a London scandal
when she wakes up next to a man claiming to
be the Duke of Alford.
Between the Devil and Ian Eversea Dec 25
2021 She might look like an angel . . . The
moment orphaned American heiress Titania
"Tansy" Danforth arrives on English shores she
cuts a swath through Sussex, enslaving hearts
and stealing beaux. She knows she's destined
for a spectacular titled marriage—but the only
man who fascinates her couldn't be more
infamous . . . or less interested. But it takes a
devil to know one . . . A hardened veteran of
war and inveterate rogue, Ian Eversea keeps
women enthralled, his heart guarded and his
options open: why should he succumb to the
shackles of marriage when devastating good
looks and Eversea charm make seduction so
easy? And Heaven has never been hotter! When
Ian is forced to call her on her game, he never
dreams the unmasked Tansy— vulnerable,
brave, achingly sensual—will tempt him beyond
endurance. And fight as he will, this notorious
bachelor who stood down enemies on a
battlefield might finally surrender his heart . . .
and be brought to his knees by love.
Rogue in Texas Mar 04 2020 He was the wrong
man for the job in every way but one . . .
Grayson Rhodes, the illegitimate son of a duke,
heads to America to prove his worth and earn
his fortune. But post-Civil War Texas seems
more like hell than a land of opportunity,
especially when he finds himself working the
cotton fields of no-nonsense Abbie Westland.
Abbie, with her fiery determination, is wildly
different from the fragile beauties Grayson
knew at home . . . but there is a tender
yearning he can see just below her tough
exterior. Abbie works her fingers to the bone
day-in and day-out, and she needs the help of a
few good farmhands. Though skeptical of the
polished Englishman when he arrives, she soon
discovers a man with a resolve to succeed that
matches her own. As the long, hot days turn to
heated, passionate nights, they dare to dream
of a future together.
I'm Only Wicked with You Feb 01 2020 USA
Today bestselling author Julie Anne Long
continues her Palace of Rogues series with a
brand-new romance about an ambitious
American and a headstrong British heiress.
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He’s the battle-hardened son of a bastard,
raised in the wilds of New York. She’s the
sheltered, blue-blooded darling of the London
broadsheets, destined to marry a duke. Their
worlds could only collide in a boardinghouse by
the London docks...and when they do, the
sparks would ignite all of England. Nothing can
stop Hugh Cassidy’s drive to build an American
empire...unless it’s his new nemesis, the
arrogant, beautiful, too-clever-by-half Lady
Lillias Vaughn. The fascination is mutual. The
temptation is merciless. And the inevitable
indiscretion? Soul-searing—and the ruination of
them both. Hugh’s proposal salvages Lillias’s
honor but kills their dreams for their
futures...until they arrive at a plan that could
honorably set them free. But unraveling their
entanglement inadvertently uncovers
enthralling truths: about Lillias’s wounded,
tender heart and fierce spirit. About Hugh’s
stunning gentleness, depth, and courage. Soon
Hugh knows that as surely as he’d fight a
thousand battles to win her...the best way to
love Lillias means breaking his own heart.
Temptation of a Proper Governess Jan 02 2020
Society dictates that a governessshould be
modest, quiet, and keep to herself. She should
never contradict her employer. And, above all,
she must not attract the attention of any male
in the household. But Michael Severson doesn't
see Isabel Halloran as a governess—he sees her
as a woman, one whose lush curves cannot be
hidden behind a dowdy gown ... and whose
efforts at hiding her sparkling intelligence are
betrayed by her wit. Years before, Michael had
left Regency England, falsely accused of a
crime. Now he is back, dedicated to seeking
retribution—but not to taking a bride. But when
his scandalous actions compromise Isabel's
reputation, he does the unthinkable and offers
her his hand—a marriage in name only. But
although his bride's passions are untried,
Isabel's sensuality clearly matches his own. And
with each day, and night, that passes, Michael
becomes determined that every kiss, every
caress, will be made with one goal: to seduce
his proper wife into tender submission.
Earning It Jun 06 2020 "Fun and flirty,
EARNING IT is a winner!" -- Avery Flynn, USA
Today best selling author of The Negotiator
One blind date. One case of mistaken identity.
One Navy SEAL faced with his high school
crush. What could go wrong? And her hookup?
A gorgeous lawyer. It should've been simple. A
hot, sweaty afternoon quickie and never the
two should boink, er, meet again. But it wasn't
simple when she learns the next day that her
hookup is not only her patient but also her old
high school nemesis Luke Haas, or Haashole as

she called him. All grown-up and a Navy SEAL
and…and…brawny and maddening and omg-sohot. EARNING IT is a steamy second chance,
enemies-to-lovers standalone romantic comedy
from RITA Winning and USA Today bestselling
author Angela Quarles with a happy-ever-after
and no cheating or cliffhangers. Warning:
there's a scene where guys get all hot and
sweaty playing the ancient Irish sport of
hurling, just sayin'
What I Did For a Duke Aug 01 2022 For years,
he's been an object of fear, fascination . . . and
fantasy. But of all the wicked rumors that
shadow the formidable Alexander Moncrieffe,
Duke of Falconbridge, the ton knows one thing
for certain: only fools dare cross him. And when
Ian Eversea does just that, Moncrieffe knows
the perfect revenge: he'll seduce Ian's innocent
sister, Genevieve—the only Eversea as yet
untouched by scandal. First he'll capture her
heart . . . and then he'll break it. But everything
about Genevieve is unexpected: the passion
simmering beneath her cool control, the sharp
wit tempered by gentleness . . . And though
Genevieve has heard the whispers about the
duke's dark past, and knows she trifles with
him at her peril, one incendiary kiss tempts her
deeper into a world of extraordinary sensuality.
Until Genevieve is faced with a fateful choice . .
. is there anything she won't do for a duke?
The Last Dragonslayer Aug 09 2020 In his
witty first novel for young readers, New York
Times best-selling author Jasper Fforde
introduces fifteen-year-old Jennifer Strange,
who runs an agency for underemployed
magicians in a world where magic is fading
away. But when visions of the death of the
world's last dragon begin, all signs point to
Jennifer—and Big Magic.
The Secret to Seduction Sep 21 2021 Sabrina
Fairleigh arrives at an exclusive country soiree
with marriage in mind. How shocking-and
intriguing-to discover her host is an infamous
ladies' man known for his indecent (and, ah,
inspiring) poetry! They call him The Libertine,
and his poetry is just as scandalous-and
irresistible-as he is. But after one duel too many
forces Rhys Gillray, Earl of Rawden, from lively
London to his country estate, he's in desperate
need of a cure for boredom. The proper but
beautiful vicar's daughter seems like the
perfect test of his sensual skills. With wit and
wiliness, Rhys strips away Sabrina's defenses.
But as he teaches her pleasure, the emotional
stakes of their sensual duel go beyond anything
Rhys has ever known. For deep in his past lies
the missing clue to the crime that destroyed
Sabrina's family. And all The Libertine's
seductive secrets may not be enough to save
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their future and their hearts.
Like No Other Lover May 30 2022 Now or
Never. . . It's the last chance for Cynthia
Brightly, the ton's most bewitching belle.
Driven out of London by a secret scandal, she
must find a grand husband at the Redmonds'
house party before word of her downfall
spreads all over England. Unfortunately,
someone at Pennyroyal Green is already privy
to the whispers of broken engagements and
dueling lovers: Miles Redmond, renowned
explorer and—thanks to his brother's
disappearance—heir to the family's enormous
fortune. Miles set his sights on Cynthia once, at
a time when the ambitious beauty thought
herself too good for a second son. But now he's
heir apparent, relishing his control. He strikes a
bargain with her: he'll keep Cynthia's steamy
secrets and help her find a husband among the
guests—in exchange for a single kiss. What
could be the harm in a simple kiss? Cynthia is
about to discover that it's enough to unleash
fierce passion—and that Miles Redmond is most
certainly like no other lover in the world.
Fall Dining Guide Apr 04 2020 Washington
D.C.'s culinary landscape is celebrated in the
14th annual Fall Dining Guide. From the
Pulitzer Prize-winning Washington Post comes
the food critic's essential guide to the D.C.
dining scene. For his 14th Fall Dining Guide,
Tom Sietsema selects his 40 favorite
Washington D.C.-area restaurants, reflecting a
much-changed dining scene with exciting new
flavors. From bars and taco joints to four star
local legends, the FALL DINING GUIDE has a
dinner for everyone.
Little Rivers May 06 2020
The Adventurers Guild Aug 28 2019 In one of
the last cities standing after the world fell to
monsters, best friends Zed Kagari and Brock
Dunderfel have high hopes for the future. Zed
desperately wishes to join the ranks of the
Mages Guild, where his status as Freestone's
only half elf might finally be an asset. Brock,
the roguishly handsome son of merchants, is
confident he'll be welcomed into the ranks of
the Merchants Guild. But just as it seems the
boys' dreams have come true, their lives take a
startling turn . . . and they find themselves
members of the perilous Adventurers Guild.
And when the boys uncover a conspiracy that
threatens all of Freestone, Zed, Brock, and
their new allies-Liza, a fierce noble, and Jett, a
brave dwarf-must prove their worth once and
for all. "The perfect mix of suspense, Princess
Bride humor, and engaging characters...A
dazzling adventure sure to become a classic." -Kirkus, starred review Also available in the
series: Twilight of the Elves Night of Dangers
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